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International Journal of Hospitality & Tourism

About the Journal. International Journal of Economics & Management Sciences publishes theoretical, empirical and experimental papers that significantly contribute to the disciplines of Telecommunications, Currency, Life marketing, Inflation, Stock Exchange, Exchange Rate, Investment, Marketing Management, Economics of Standards, Modern Inputs, Technological ...

International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management

Dec 07, 2021 · The Fritz Knoebel School of Hospitality Management is one of a small number of hospitality schools in the world housed within a business college, the Daniels School of Business, an AACSB International accredited business school. The School of Hospitality Management has received recognition for providing a solid business education.

International Journal of Economics and Management Sciences

The International Journal of Hospitality Management discusses major trends and developments in a variety of disciplines as they apply to the hospitality industry. The range of topics covered by the journal includes: • Human resources management; • Consumer behaviour and marketing; • Business ... Read more

Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Management

Babis is a Senior Fellow member of the Higher Education Academy (UK), Academic Fellow in CIPD and Institute of Hospitality Member (MIH). He is also a reviewer in reputable academic journals such as the ‘International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management’ (IJCHM). View Dr Charalampos (Babis) Giousmpasoglou’s staff profile

International Journal of Hospitality Management

Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Management is the official journal of CAUTHE (Council for Australasian Tourism and Hospitality Education Inc.) The journal is committed to a broad range of topics including tourism and travel management, leisure and recreation studies and the emerging field of event management.

MSc International Hospitality and Tourism Management

A framework for knowledge retention to support business continuity in the cross-border mergers of the telecommunications industry in Lesotho. The purpose of this study is to investigate a framework for knowledge retention to support business continuity in cross-border mergers of the telecommunications industry...

VINE Journal of Information and Knowledge Management

Nov 19, 2021 · This proceedings volume contains papers presented at the 2015 International Conference on Management and Technology in Knowledge, Service, Tourism & Hospitality (SERVE 2015), covering a wide range of topics in the fields of knowledge and service management, web intelligence, tourism and hospitality.

International Journal of Hospitality Management | All

International Journal of Business Excellence Forthcoming and Online First Articles
Forthcoming articles have been peer-reviewed and accepted for publication but are pending final changes, are not yet published and may not appear here in their final order of publication until they are assigned to issues.

International Journal of Business Excellence (IJBEX)

Jan 03, 2022 · Fleet Management Market Report In-Depth Analysis with Booming Trends till 2028 | Key Vendors Are TomTom International BV., Azuga, AT&T, Continental AG, DENSO CORPORATION, IBM, Cisco

Best Hospitality Management Programs | Compare Schools

Read the latest articles of International Journal of Hospitality Management at ScienceDirect.com, Elsevier’s leading platform of peer-reviewed scholarly literature
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